The Position
Telehealth has changed how patients can access healthcare and its increased
use means there are great opportunities for Geriatricians to change how they
work too.
If you’ve been hoping to find an alternate working environment that better suits
your lifestyle, this may be the complimentary service that can work well w ith
your existing locum and permanent work arrangements, or this could be a
transformative new job you decide to do full time!
Complete flexibility with days of the week (Monday to Friday) and times for
work:
★ Pick up work before and after your existing shifts (seeing a few patients a
day)
★ Block out a day a week or a session a week to see if this suits your schedule
★ Fit in with school hours, hobbies, and save yourself commuting and travel
time!
It’s no secret there are major medicine subspecialty shortages in regional and
rural Australia.
This health service is a doctor-led health provider, and has an established
network of patients on waiting lists across Australia - so the demand is there if
you are ready to help and make a huge impact on regional and rural
communities in a new way!

Patients that are appropriate for a telehealth consultation will be directed to
you for consultations. This means you may see a portion of your typical range
of cases. Procedural patients or highly complex cases will st ill require inperson assessment for quality care.
You will have access to a team of medical administration booking in
appointments for you based on your scheduling preferences. Nurses may also
be available in person with the patient particularly with vulnerable populations
and more complex situations.
To find out more, please contact Mel Houston (Prescript’s Senior Recruitment
Partner):
mel@prescript.com.au // 0414 716 132

Dates Available
➞ This option is available on a short term or long-term basis. You are in the
driver’s seat to decide how and when and what patients you want to see .
➞ Monday to Friday only

The Benefits
★ $330 per hour, or $1000 per session (3 hrs)
★ No travel – no commute!
★ Work from the comfort of your own home
★ Tax benefits for working from home! (Refer to ATO website)

Who We’re Looking For
✓ APHRA Specialist Registration in Geriatrics
✓ FRACP
✓ You must either be an Australian citizen/permanent resident, a New Zealand
citizen or a relevant work visa

✓ You must be able to obtain a Medicare provider number
✓ Medicare indemnity insurance is required
✓ You are comfortable with electronic medical records and using electronic
software

Sound Like You?
Contact Mel Houston (Prescript’s Senior Recruitment Partner) – Mel is very
happy to answer any questions.
Would you like to hear about other location options for locums too? Talk to
Prescript for a professional overview of clinical details, practice/hospital, rates
and benefits.
There are two ways to find out more:
1. Call Mel on 0414 716 132
2. Email mel@prescript.com.au

Next Steps with Prescript
At Prescript Recruitment, we follow a transparent, friendly process:
◼️ The first stage is an informal conversation with Prescript for you to
decide if you want to proceed – you will need to share your CV and we
will talk about the position, the healthcare organisation, and the location.
You can let us know if you want to bring your family and if you have any
special requirements.
◼️ The second stage is an informal application – we will arrange a phone
call or a review of your skills to establish if this is going to be a good fit.
◼️ The third stage – if you’re happy then Prescript will send you a locum
confirmation to say ‘congratulations – all booked!’
◼️ The fourth stage – Prescript will help manage all the paperwork and
logistics. All you have to do is look forward to starting.

We’re known for helping solve the regional doctor shortage, leaving
doctors loving what they do and regional communities feeling like they
have the best doctors in town.

